
2 Changes of position: displacement 
curves 

At the end of the last Section you used the position diagram to follow the 
path of a point on a mechanism. Another important use of the position 
diagram is to compare the changes of position of parts of the mechanism 
during its operation. In particular, for mechanisms which are driven by a 
rotating crank, each moving link will pass through a regular series of 
positions for every revolution of the crank (cycle). If we could plot this 
series of positions over one cycle of the mechanism, we would have a 
complete picture of the displacement of a particular link during the motion 
of the mechanism. Such a plot is called a displacement curve. In the d. .' t c l ~ t  

following extended example, I shall be giving a detailed account of the 
construction of one of the displacement curves for a particular mechanism. 

2.1 Constructing a displacement curve 
Figure 27 is a h e  diagram of a 'Whitworth' quick-return mechanism, used 
in some production machine tools. The dimensions of this one are: 

crank AB = 0.2 m; fixed link AC = 0.1 m; 

coupler DE = 0.8 m; length CD = 0.2 m 

I shall draw the position diagram of the mechanism to a scale of 
1 mm : 5 mm and plot a curve of the linear displacement of the slider E 
during one revolution of the crank. 

Referring to Figure 27, I shall choose my origin 0 at point C and baseline 
(X-axis) along the line CE. 

This particular choice of axes is the most convenient for measuring the 
magnitude of the linear displacement of the slider E. The direction of the 
linear displacement in this case will always be along the X-axis to the right 
or to the left. 

According to the scale given, the link dimensions are: 

AB = 40 mm; CA = OA = 20 mm; 

DE = 160 mm; CD = OD = 40 mm 
The label for the configurations will be the angular displacement of the 
crank AB as it turns through one revolution. For cyclic mechanisms 
(mechanisms with a rotating crank) this particular label is the usual 
choice. This still leaves us with the decision for the initial position of the 
crank from which angular displacements can be measured. Bearing in 
mind the reciprocating motion of the slider E, what might be a good choice 
for the initial position of the mechanism? 

Figure 27 Whitworth quick-return mechanism Figure 28 Limiting positions of Whihvorth quick-return 
mechanism 

We would expect the slider to move back and forth between two limiting 
positions during each cycle, as shown in Figure 28 when the links CD and 
DE are in line. Let us choose one of these positions as the starting point, 
say, when the slider E is in its extreme left-hand position at E,. 



The position diagram can now be drawn for various configurations. 
Figure 29 shows the position diagram for the initial position (l), and for 
crank angular displacements of 30°, 240" and 285" (positions 2 , 3  and 4), 
measured in the direction of rotation of the crank (clockwise) about 
point A. 

Question: What does position 3 correspond to? 

Ansmr: When the crank is in position 3, the slider is in its extreme 
right-hand position. 

The location procedure employed is straightforward (refer to configur- 
ation 4, shown in red): 
(a) Construct A B  = 40 mm at the required angular displacement. 
(b) Construct B D  by drawing a straight line from B through 0 and 

marking off OD = 40 mm. 
(c) Construct an an: of radius DE = 160 mm to intrme* the X-axis at E. 

Join DE. 
To avoid a confusing mass of lines and letters, all configuration positions 
are shown in light lines, exccpt the limiting positions which are shown in 
thicker lines. The various configuration positions are labelled to avoid 
confusion, the subscripts referring to the position. The crank angular 
displacement was varied in 15' intervals through one revolution and the 
distance OE measured for each position (Table 1). (AU the configuration 
positions are now shown on Figure 29. However, you may wish to verify 
one or two of the results of Table 1 for yourself.) The Linear displacement 
curve is plotted from the results of Table 1 in Figure 30. 

Table I Linear displacement of slider in Whitworth quick-return 
mechanism 

Crank angular Slider position Slider Slider 
displacement OE displacement displacement 

degrees mm (position change) (full scale) 
mm mm 





Figure 30 Displacemenr curvefir glider E 

It is useful to define two characteristics of cyclic mechanisms. The stroke is 
the distance between slider positions at the two eztremas of its travel, and 
the time ratio is the ratio of angular displacements of the input crank for 
forward and return motions of the output slider (or rocker). 

Questioa What is the maximum displacement (stroke) of the slider in the 
Whitworth mechanism we have just analysed? 

Anvwer: 0.4 m 

Quc~ion: What is the time ratio of the mechanism (ratio of 'working' to 
'quick-return' strokes)? 

SA0 7 

For the 'power hacksaw'mechanism, shown as a line diagram in Figure 31, 
the dimensions are: crank AB = 0.1 m, coupler BC = 0.5 m, offset distance 
d - 0.15 m h a w  the linear displacement curve for the slider ( u w  blade) C 
at 300 intervals of crank angular displacement. 

Figure 31 

From your curve, measure the stroke of the slider C and the time ratio of 
forward to return strokes. (Suggested scale 10 mm : 0.09 m.) 

In addition to plotting a linear displacement curve for a particular point 
on a mechanism, we can also plot an angular displacement curve for a 
particular link on a mechanism. Figure 32 shows a displacement curve in 
which the angular displacement of the rocker of a four-bar linkage has 
been plotted for one revolution of the crank. 

Qncsfion: What is the maximum angular displacement of the rocker in 
Figure 32? What is the time ratio of forward to return swings 
of the rocker? 

Answer: 46"; 195"/165" = 1.18. 
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Figure 32 Angular displacement eurue for crank and rocker linkage 

So far we have concentrated on the linear displacement curve for a point 
on a straight-line path. In other words, we have not had to worry about 
the direction of the linear displacement, but simply measured its mag- 
nitude along a given uniform direction. But suppose we were interested in 
getting a picture of the motion of a point D at the centre of the coupler BC 
on the power hacksaw mechanism of Figure 33. From the position 
diagram which you constructed in SAQ 7, you should be able to measure 
the linear displacement vectors of the mid-point D on the coupler for each 
crank angular displacement. The path of point D is certainly not a straight 
line and the linear displacement of point D as the crank revolves changes 
both in magnitude and direction. So how do we construct linear displace- 
ment curves for points which trace out curved paths? To provide an 
answer we must return briefly to the treatment of vector quantities. 

2.2 Components of a vector quantity 
In Section 1 we combined a group of vectors by adding them to produce a 
single equivalent resultant vector. Of equal importance is the reverse 
process of breaking up a single vector into component vectors. This process 
is called the resolution of a vector, that is, determining two or more 
component vectors that when added topther will be the equivalent of the 
single vector. The vector is resolved into components. 

Figure 3qa) shows that the vector ,?can be resolved into vectors Bplus C, 
However, these components are not unique. Any pair of vector compo- 
nents which can be found to satisfy the triangle rule will serve the purpose 
(Figure 34b). 

A particularly useful set of components is determined by so constructing 
the triangle that the components are at right angles to each other as shown 
in Figure 34(c). In these cases the component vectors are called the 
rectangular components of the vector. 

Figure 34 (a) 



One method of obtaining a set of rectangular components for a vector is 
by projecting the vector upon a desired set of rectangular co-ordinate axes. 
In Figure 35 the result of projecting the vector 2 on to the X-axis is a pair 
of rectangular components A, and A,.* 

8AQ 8 
Draw in the rectangular components of the vector 2' (magnitude 5 m) in 
Figure 36 in the directions of the axes shown. Measure the magnitudes of 
the component vectors. 

In SAQ 8 you found the rectangular components of a vector by drawing. 
However. if the vector is already e x p d  in terms of a set ofaxes, that is, 
its magnitude and direction are known, then the rectangular components 
can be calculated. 

A vector ;I shown in Figure 37 (magnitude A, direction 0, P), will have a 
rectangular component in the X direction 

g 
01 

b A,=AcosB 
A. X 

Figure 37 and a rectangular component in the Y direction 
A, = A sin 6 

What are the rectangular components of the following vectors in the X 
and Y directions? 

~ = ( 3 2 m m ,  50"r) 

2.3 Linear displacement curves 
Whilst you will find many uses of the technique of resolving vectors 
throughout the course, the specific application 1 want to bring to your 
attention here is in drawing displacement curves. Since linear displace- 
ments are vector quantities. they can always be resolved into rectangular 
components in the X and Y co-ordinate directions. Hence. although the 
direction ofmotion ofa  point on a link may be continuously changing, the 
linear displacement of the point can be followed through a cycle by 
drawing rwo linear displacement curves; one for the X component of its 
displacement, the other for the Y component of its displacement. At any 

'Since the directions of the rectangular component vectors a n  fixed by the co- 
ordinate axes' diwtions, only the magnitude A, and A, of the vectors need to be 
stipulated. 



instant during the motion, the two components of the displacement can be 
read from the curves and combined to give the resultant displacement 
vector. 

Point T on the connecting rod of a reciprocating IC engine (Figure 38) will 
follow a cuwed path during each engine cycle. The linear displacement of 
point T will be varying both in magnitude and direction. Figure 38 shows 
the X and Y component displacement curves for the point T. At any 
instant during the cycle, the linear displacement of T can be 'reconstituted' 
from the rectangular components, both in magnitude and direction. 
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Figure 38 Rectangular components of linear displacement of T 

We shall return to the tonic of disalacement curves at the end of the Unit. 
when we shall see how they might be used to point out critical positions in 
the cycle of a mechanism, that is, positions where maximum velocities and 
accelerations may occur. 

2.4 Revlslon exerclse I 

From the list of statements given below, decide which are true and which 
are false. 
I Displacement curves provide a complete picture of the position of a . 

particular link in a mechanism during its motion. 
2 The starting or initial position for a displacement curve is generally 

taken when the point or link of interest is at one of its limiting 
positions. 

3 There is an infinite number of sets of rectangular components for a 
vector. 

2.5 Summary 
The procedure for constructing displacement curves may be summarized 
as follows: 
(a) Draw the position diagram for the mechanism at various crank 

angular displacements (intervals of 30" are usually sufficient). Choose 
an initial crank position to correspond to a limiting position of the 
point or link whose motion is being followed. 



(b) From the position diagram, measure the linear displacements of 
points on the links or the angular displacements of the links and plot 
the values against crank angular displacement. 

(C) Where the motion of a point on a link is on a curved path, resolve the 
linear displacement vectors into X and Y components and plot a 
displacement curve for each component. 

Answers to revl8lon exercise 
2 and 3 are both true. 

1 Displacement curves show the change of position of a link from an 
initial position during the motion of the mechanism. 

3 Constraints on motion: degrees ot 
freedom 

In this Section 1 will be developing a straightforward set of ideas about an 
assembly of links. In particular, I will discuss the particular conditions that 
a kinematic chain must satisfy in order to make it into a useful mechanism. 
Just to remind you of the special properties of a mechanism, we might 
distinguish two principal features, i.e.: 
1 A mechanism's links are modelled as rigid bodies and must be able to 

move. If they cannot, then the mechanism is a structure. 
2 The relative positions of the links of the mechanism depend on (a) the 

link dimensions and (b) one or more independent quantities which 
'label' the position of the mechanism. The minimum number of these 
independent quantities needed to locate all the links in an assembly is 
the number of degrees offreedom, F ,  of the assembly. In the examples of 
Section I - the squeegee mop, the up-and-over garage door, the car 
suspension linkage - only one quantity was needed in each case to 
define or label the position of the mechanism. For each of the cases, 
the mechanism had one degree of lreedom, F = I ,  and the motion of 
the mechanism is said to be constrained. Most mechanisms used in 
machinery have constrained motion; that is, a change in position of 
one link (input motion) produces a predictable change of position of 
all the other movable links. However, in mechanisms which have 
several input motions, the number of degrees of freedom will be more 
than one. In this Unit, I shall be dealing in detail only with 
constrained assemblies of rigid links which satisfy the condition F = 1. 

3.1 Constraint in kinematic chains 
In Unit 1 we saw that when two links are joined to form a sliding or a 
rotating pair, only one degree of freedom was allowed in each case in the 
form of a translation or a rotation of one link relative to the other. In both 
cases, one quantity was completely sufficient to specify the position of one 
link in relation to the other. However, any link which is free to move in 
planar motion has three degrees of freedom, i.e. three quantities are 
necessary to specify the position of the link - the position of one point on 
the link (two co-ordinates) plus the inclination of the link with respect to a 
baseline or axis (one co-ordinate). Thus we can say that by making a 
connection to the link, in the form of a sliding or rotating palr, we have 
constrained two of the degrees of freedom which the link would have in 
free planar motion. 

As a general rule, whenever two links are connected as a sliding or a 
rotating pair, their relative motion is constrained by the loss of two degrees 
of freedom. In addition if one of the links is 'fixed', i.e. its position is fully 




